CREDIT PROGRAMS

Smart Planning for a Degree Program or Area of Study

Collin College offers a variety of plans designed to prepare students for a college or university degree.

Some options include pursuing an associate degree of arts or science (AA or AS) or an associate of arts in teaching (AAT); completing the General Education Core certificate; a Field of Study; or beginning coursework in a pre-professional program. Applied Associate of Science (AAS) workforce degrees and certificates prepare a student for immediate employment.

Choose a Program and Award

If you need help selecting a program that matches your skills and personality, go to Collin’s Career Services for help identifying your career goals. To obtain workforce details (such as projected earned wages) for programs offered at Collin College and other Texas schools, explore Career Coach and the Texas CREWS website.

Before you register, choose an area of study or a degree/certificate. It is important to establish a degree plan, outlining all of the courses needed and the sequence as well as the semester in which the courses will be taken. Work with a Collin College Academic Advisor to complete the two-page form: a “Request for Degree /Certificate Plan”. The degree plan will help you make the right decisions so that you avoid taking courses that do not apply to your degree or certificate.

If you are planning to earn a 4-year baccalaureate degree, choose the 4-year college(s) you want to attend and select a baccalaureate degree as soon as possible. It is important to consider the specific degree requirements of the colleges where you want to transfer. Make these choices early in the planning process; ideally, when you first start at Collin. If uncertain about a transfer institution, try picking one or two top choices.

Work with a Collin College Academic Advisor to determine which courses from Collin will apply to the transfer institution.

Stay on Track

Plan ahead for registration each semester. It is important to meet with a Collin College Academic Advisor at least a few weeks before Priority Registration to ensure that you are taking courses that apply to your degree plan and keep you on track toward your ultimate goals. Advisors help ensure you are following your degree plan in the most efficient way possible.

Run your personalized Degree Audit every semester before registering. The Degree Audit report shows which requirements for your degree/program you’ve completed, and which ones you still need to complete. It also gives lists of courses you can use to complete specific core, elective and program requirements. The degree audit can be accessed by logging onto CougarWeb and clicking on “Degree Audit” in the Student Quick Links box. Note, courses that you are currently taking and for which you do not yet have a grade do not show up on the degree audit, so you will need to include them in determining remaining requirements.

Know before you go

• Students who complete a Degree Program (AA, AS, AAS) or the Core Curriculum at Collin College are more likely to be successful (compared to those who do not complete an award) as they continue their education at other higher education institutions.
Meeting with a Collin College Academic Advisor helps to ensure that you take only the courses you need. This can save your time and money.

Choosing a Plan Year
Students who plan to transfer to a college or university have a choice to make regarding the requirements for graduation. Specifically, they may choose to graduate in accordance with the program requirements that are in effect during one of their terms of enrollment. If a degree or certificate is terminated during their enrollment, they will have three years in which to complete the terminated program under the old requirements. They should consult a Collin academic advisor or the program description for the year of their choice to learn about all requirements and limitations that may apply. Students are advised to keep a copy of the program requirements and transfer guide(s) in effect during their enrollment at Collin College. Students should also keep their course syllabi to assist with transfer.

Pre-Professional Studies for Academic Transfer Students
Professional schools, such as architecture, business, chiropractic, dental, engineering, law, medicine, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine require varying amounts of undergraduate preparation. Many of the required courses at the freshman and sophomore levels are offered at Collin. It is the responsibility of students to know the exact requirements for admission to the specific professional school to which they are applying.

Every Texas public baccalaureate includes the 42-credit core curriculum as part of its degree requirements. The state of Texas guarantees that any Texas public institution will accept core credits from any other Texas public institution and that these core credits will apply toward a baccalaureate degree. Completing the core curriculum at Collin College will save a student money because the tuition per credit hour is lower than at any public four-year institution.

For additional information and specific Texas and out-of-state requirements, consult a Collin academic advisor.

Pre-Architecture
Collin offers the general education courses commonly required for students entering a baccalaureate degree program leading to careers in architecture, landscape architecture, building construction, and urban and regional planning.

Pre-Health Studies
Pre-Health studies include areas such as
Pre-Chiropractic, Pre-Clinical Lab Sciences,
Pre-Dental
Pre-Medicine
Pre-Pharmacy
Pre-Physician’s Assistant
Pre-Veterinary Medicine

Collin offers the courses that are most commonly recommended for the first two years of Pre-Chiropractic, Pre-Dental, Pre-Medicine, Pre-Pharmacy, and Pre-Veterinary Medicine programs at most colleges and universities. These courses provide a basic foundation in medical science and help establish basic clinical reasoning and clinical skills. Most English, mathematics and science courses have prerequisite requirements.

Pre-Law

An applicant for admission to a school of law must have received, or have completed, all requirements for a baccalaureate degree from a college or university of approved standing prior to beginning work in a school of law. Future law school students should complete the core curriculum and take courses that emphasize written and oral skills, research into problems facing society, logical reasoning, and business practices. For this occupation, students should consider courses in the following disciplines:

Accounting
Humanities
Business
Philosophy
Economics
Psychology
English
Sociology
History
Speech
Course selections should always be discussed with a Collin academic advisor to ensure that students take the correct courses for their particular pre-law baccalaureate program at their intended transfer institution.

Pre-law students are encouraged to take the Law School Admission Test (LSAT) during the semester prior to completing the baccalaureate degree.